
ADVANCE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Java

 Special Classes

 Servlet

Definition/Overview:

Java: Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun

Microsystems and released in 1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform.

The language derives much of its syntax from C and C++ but has a simpler object model and

fewer low-level facilities. Java applications are typically compiled to bytecode that can run

on any Java virtual machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture.

The original and reference implementation Java compilers, virtual machines, and class

libraries were developed by Sun from 1995. As of May 2007, in compliance with the

specifications of the Java Community Process, Sun made available most of their Java

technologies as free software under the GNU General Public License. Others have also

developed alternative implementations of these Sun technologies, such as the GNU Compiler

for Java and GNU Classpath.

Key Points:

1. Special Classes

Java applets are programs that are embedded in other applications, typically in a Web page

displayed in a Web browser.

// Hello.java

import javax.swing.JApplet;
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import java.awt.Graphics;

public class Hello extends JApplet {

public void paintComponent(Graphics g) {

g.drawString("Hello, world!", 65, 95);

}

}

The import statements direct the Java compiler to include the javax.swing.JApplet and

java.awt.Graphics classes in the compilation. The import statement allows these classes to be

referenced in the source code using the simple class name (i.e. JApplet) instead of the fully

qualified class name (i.e. javax.swing.JApplet).

The Hello class extends (subclasses) the JApplet (Java Applet) class; the JApplet class

provides the framework for the host application to display and control the lifecycle of the

applet. The JApplet class is a JComponent(Java Graphical Component) which provides the

applet with the capability to display a graphical user interface (GUI) and respond to user

events.

The Hello class overrides the paintComponent(Graphics) method inherited from the

Container superclass to provide the code to display the applet. The paint() method is passed a

Graphics object that contains the graphic context used to display the applet. The

paintComponent() method calls the graphic context drawString(String, int, int) method to

display the "Hello, world!" string at a pixel offset of (65, 95) from the upper-left corner in the

applet's display.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd">

<!-- Hello.html -->

<html>
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<head>

<title>Hello World Applet</title>

</head>

<body>

<applet code="Hello" width="200" height="200">

</applet>

</body>

</html>

An applet is placed in an HTML document using the <applet> HTML element. The applet

tag has three attributes set: code="Hello" specifies the name of the JApplet class and

width="200" height="200" sets the pixel width and height of the applet. Applets may also be

embedded in HTML using either the object or embed element , although support for these

elements by Web browsers is inconsistent. However, the applet tag is deprecated, so the

object tag is preferred where supported.

The host application, typically a Web browser, instantiates the Hello applet and creates an

AppletContextfor the applet. Once the applet has initialized itself, it is added to the AWT

display hierarchy. The paint method is called by the AWT event dispatching thread whenever

the display needs the applet to draw itself.

1.1 Servlet

Java Servlet technology provides Web developers with a simple, consistent

mechanism for extending the functionality of a Web server and for accessing existing

business systems. Servlets are server-side Java EE components that generate

responses (typically HTML pages) to requests (typically HTTP requests) from clients.

A servletcan almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server sidewithout a

face.
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// Hello.java

import java.io.*;

import javax.servlet.*;

public class Hello extends GenericServlet {

public void service(ServletRequest request, ServletResponseresponse)

throws ServletException, IOException {

response.setContentType("text/html");

final PrintWriter pw = response.getWriter();

pw.println("Hello, world!");

pw.close();

}

}

The import statements direct the Java compiler to include all of the public classes and

interfaces from the java.io and javax.servletpackages in the compilation.

The Hello class extends the GenericServlet class; the GenericServlet class provides

the interface for the server to forward requests to the servlet and control the servlet's

lifecycle.

The Hello class overrides the service(ServletRequest, ServletResponse) method

defined by the Servletinterface to provide the code for the service request handler.

The service() method is passed a ServletRequest object that contains the request from

the client and a ServletResponseobject used to create the response returned to the

client. The service() method declares that it throws the exceptions

ServletExceptionand IOException if a problem prevents it from responding to the

request.
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The setContentType(String) method in the response object is called to set the MIME

content type of the returned data to "text/html". The getWriter() method in the

response returns a PrintWriter object that is used to write the data that is sent to the

client. The println(String) method is called to write the "Hello, world!" string to the

response and then the close() method is called to close the print writer, which causes

the data that has been written to the stream to be returned to the client.

Topic : Using Data Within A Program

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Using Data within a Program

 The setContentType

Definition/Overview:

Using Data within a Program: Many sources of information contain redundant data or data

that adds little to the stored information. This results in tremendous amounts of data being

transferred between client and server applications or computers in general. The obvious

solution to the problems of data storage and information transfer is to install additional

storage devices and expand existing communication facilities. To do so, however, requires an

increase in an organization's operating costs. One method to alleviate a portion of data

storage and information transfer is through the representation of data by more efficient code.

This article presents a brief introduction to data compression and decompression, and shows

how to compress and decompress data, efficiently and conveniently, from within your Java

applications using the java.util.zippackage.

While it is possible to compress and decompress data using tools such as WinZip, gzip, and

Java ARchive (or jar), these tools are used as standalone applications. It is possible to invoke

these tools from your Java applications, but this is not a straightforward approach and not an
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efficient solution. This is especially true if you wish to compress and decompress data on the

fly (before transferring it to a remote machine for example). This article:

Gives you a brief overview of data compression

Describes the java.util.zippackage

Shows how to use this package to compress and decompress data

Shows how to compress and decompress serialized objects to save disk space

Shows how to compress and decompress data on the fly to improve the performance of

client/server applications

Key Points:

1. The setContentType

The setContentType(String) method in the response object is called to set the MIME content

type of the returned data to "text/html". The getWriter() method in the response returns a

PrintWriter object that is used to write the data that is sent to the client. The println(String)

method is called to write the "Hello, world!" string to the response and then the close()

method is called to close the print writer, which causes the data that has been written to the

stream to be returned to the client.

There are many benefits to data compression. The main advantage of it, however, is to reduce

storage requirements. Also, for data communications, the transfer of compressed data over a

medium, results in an increase in the rate of information transfer. Note that data compression

can be implemented on existing hardware by software or through the use of special hardware

devices that incorporate compression techniques.

Compressing and Archiving Data in a ZIP File

The ZipOutputStreamcan be used to compress data to a ZIP file. The ZipOutputStreamwrites

data to an output stream in a ZIP format. There are a number of steps involved in creating a

ZIP file.
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The first step is to create a ZipOutputStream object, to which we pass the output stream of the

file we wish to write to. Here is how you create a ZIP file entitled "myfigs.zip":

FileOutputStream dest = new

FileOutputStream("myfigs.zip");

ZipOutputStream out = new

ZipOutputStream(new BufferedOutputStream(dest));

The first import statement directs the Java compiler to include the BorderLayout class from

the java.awt package in the compilation; the second import includes all of the public classes

and interfaces from the javax.swingpackage.

The Hello class extends the JFrame class; the JFrame class implements a window with a title

bar and a close control.

The Hello() constructor initializes the frame by first calling the superclass constructor,

passing the parameter "hello", which is used as the window's title. It then calls the

setDefaultCloseOperation(int) method inherited from JFrame to set the default operation

when the close control on the title bar is selected to WindowConstants.EXIT_ON_CLOSE

this causes the JFrame to be disposed of when the frame is closed (as opposed to merely

hidden), which allows the JVM to exit and the program to terminate. Next, the layout of the

frame is set to a BorderLayout; this tells Swing how to arrange the components that will be

added to the frame. A JLabel is created for the string "Hello, world!" and the

add(Component) method inherited from the Container superclass is called to add the label to

the frame. The pack() method inherited from the Window superclass is called to size the

window and lay out its contents, in the manner indicated by the BorderLayout.

The main() method is called by the JVM when the program starts. It instantiates a new Hello

frame and causes it to be displayed by calling the setVisible(boolean) method inherited from

the Component superclass with the boolean parameter true. Once the frame is displayed,

exiting the main method does not cause the program to terminate because the AWT event

dispatching thread remains active until all of the Swing top-level windows have been

disposed.
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Topic : Using Methods, Classes And Objects

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Defining Methods

 Naming a Method

Definition/Overview:

Defining Methods: Here is an example of a typical method declaration:

public double calculateAnswer(doublewingSpan, int numberOfEngines, double length,

double grossTons) {

//do the calculation here

}

The only required elements of a method declaration are the method's return type, name, a pair

of parentheses, (), and a body between braces, {}.

More generally, method declarations have six components, in order:

Modifierssuch as public, private, and others you will learn about later.

The return typethe data type of the value returned by the method, or void if the method does

not return a value.

The method namethe rules for field names apply to method names as well, but the convention

is a little different.
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The parameter list in parenthesisa comma-delimited list of input parameters, preceded by

their data types, enclosed by parentheses, (). If there are no parameters, you must use empty

parentheses.

An exception listto be discussed later

The method body, enclosed between bracesthe method's code, including the declaration of

local variables, goes here.

Key Points:

1. Naming a Method

Although a method name can be any legal identifier, code conventions restrict method names.

By convention, method names should be a verb in lowercase or a multi-word name that

begins with a verb in lowercase, followed by adjectives, nouns, etc. In multi-word names, the

first letter of each of the second and following words should be capitalized. Here are some

examples:

run

runFast

getBackground

getFinalData

compareTo

setX

isEmpty

Typically, a method has a unique name within its class. However, a method might have the

same name as other methods due to method overloading.

2. Overloading Methods

The Java programming language supports overloading methods, and Java can distinguish

between methods with different method signatures. This means that methods within a class

can have the same name if they have different parameter lists (there are some qualifications

to this that will be discussed in the lesson titled "Interfaces and Inheritance").
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Suppose that you have a class that can use calligraphy to draw various types of data (strings,

integers, and so on) and that contains a method for drawing each data type. It is cumbersome

to use a new name for each methodfor example, drawString,drawInteger,drawFloat, and so

on. In the Java programming language, you can use the same name for all the drawing

methods but pass a different argument list to each method. Thus, the data drawing class might

declare four methods named draw, each of which has a different parameter list.

public class DataArtist {

..

public void draw(String s) {

}

public void draw(int i) {

...

}

public void draw(double f) {

...

}

public void draw(int i, double f) {

...

}

}

Overloaded methods are differentiated by the number and the type of the arguments passed

into the method. In the code sample, draw(String s) and draw(int i) are distinct and unique

methods because they require different argument types.

You cannot declare more than one method with the same name and the same number and

type of arguments, because the compiler cannot tell them apart.

The compiler does not consider return type when differentiating methods, so you cannot

declare two methods with the same signature even if they have a different return type.

Seven steps to native method nirvana The steps to creating native methods are as follows:

o Write Java code

o Compile Java code
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o Create C header (.h file)

o Create C stubs file

o Write C code

o Create shared code library (or DLL)

o Run application

Our exercise is to write some text to the console from inside the native method. The specifics

of this example will be geared toward a Unix-like system, specifically Linux. I'll point out the

couple of spots where the details differ for other platforms.

Write Java code

Write your Java code as you normally would. To use native methods in your Java code, you

must do two things. First, write a native method declaration for each native method that you

want to use.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
More Object Concepts

Making Decisions

Looping

Topic : More Object Concepts

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Java uses an automatic garbage

 Syntax
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Definition/Overview:

In its simplest embodiment, an object is an allocated region of storage. Since programming

languages use variables to access objects, the terms object and variable are often used

interchangeably. However, until memory is allocated, an object does not exist.

All programming languages present objects. The presence of objects should not be

confounded with the concept of object-orientation.

In procedural programming, an object may contain data or instructions, but not both.

(Instructions may take the form of a procedure or function.) In object-oriented programming,

an object may be associated with both the data and the instructions that operate on that data.

How an object is created varies among language. In prototype-based languages (e.g.,

JavaScript) an object can be created from nothing, or can be based on an existing object. In

class-based languages (e.g., Java), objects are derived from classes, which can be thought of

as blueprints for constructing objects.

Key Points:

1. Java

Java uses an automatic garbage collector to manage memory in the object lifecycle. The

programmer determines when objects are created, and the Java runtime is responsible for

recovering the memory once objects are no longer in use. Once no references to an object

remain, the unreachable object becomes eligible to be freed automatically by the garbage

collector. Something similar to a memory leak may still occur if a programmer's code holds a

reference to an object that is no longer needed, typically when objects that are no longer

needed are stored in containers that are still in use. If methods for a nonexistent object are

called a "null pointer exception" is thrown.

One of the ideas behind Java's automatic memory management model is that programmers be

spared the burden of having to perform manual memory management. In some languages

memory for the creation of objects is implicitly allocated on the stack, or explicitly allocated

and deallocatedfrom the heap. Either way the responsibility of managing memory resides

with the programmer. If the program does not deallocate an object, a memory leak occurs. If
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the program attempts to access or deallocate memory that has already been deallocated, the

result is undefined and the program may become unstable and/or may crash. This can be

partially remedied by the use of smart pointers, but these add overhead and complexity.

1.1 Syntax

The syntax of Java is largely derived from C++. Unlike C++, which combines the

syntax for structured, generic, and object-oriented programming, Java was built

almost exclusively as an object oriented language. All code is written inside a class

and everything is an object, with the exception of the intrinsic data types (ordinal and

real numbers, boolean values, and characters), which are not classes for performance

reasons.

Java suppresses several features (such as operator overloading and multiple

inheritance) for classes in order to simplify the language and to prevent possible

errors and anti-pattern design.

1.2 Garbage collection

Garbage collection may happen at any time. Ideally, it will occur when a program is

idle. It is guaranteed to be triggered if there is insufficient free memory on the heap to

allocate a new object; this can cause a program to stall momentarily. Where

performance or response time is important, explicit memory management and object

pools are often used.

Java does not support C/C++ style pointer arithmetic, where object addresses and

unsigned integers (usually long integers) can be used interchangeably. This allows the

garbage collector to relocate referenced objects, and ensures type safety and security.

As in C++ and some other object-oriented languages, variables of Java's primitive

types are not objects. Values of primitive types are either stored directly in fields (for

objects) or on the stack (for methods) rather than on the heap, as commonly true for

objects (but see Escape analysis). This was a conscious decision by Java's designers

for performance reasons. Because of this, Java was not considered to be a pure object-

oriented programming language. However, as of Java 5.0, autoboxing enables

programmers to proceed as if primitive types are instances of their wrapper classes.
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Topic : Making Decisions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about Making Decisions

 Class libraries

Definition/Overview:

The first import statement directs the Java compiler to include the BorderLayout class from

the java.awt package in the compilation; the second import includes all of the public classes

and interfaces from the javax.swing package.

Key Points:

1. Class libraries

Java libraries are the compiled byte codes of source code developed by the JRE implementor

to support application development in Java. Examples of these libraries are:

The core libraries includes:

 + Collection libraries that implement data structures such as lists, dictionaries, trees and sets

 + XML Processing (Parsing, Transforming, Validating) libraries

 + Security

 + Internationalization and localization libraries

 The integration libraries allow the application writer to communicate with external systems.

These libraries include:

 The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API is employed for database access

 Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) for lookup and discovery

 RMI and CORBA for distributed application development
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 User Interface libraries, which include:

 The (heavyweight, or native) Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) provides GUI components,

the means for laying out those components and the means for handling events from those

components

 + The (lightweight) Swing libraries are built on AWT but provide (non-native)

implementations of the AWT widgetry

 + APIs are employed for audio capture, processing, and playback

Topic : Looping

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the looping

Definition/Overview:

Loop: A loop is a sequence of statements which is specified once but which may be carried

out several times in succession. The code "inside" the loop (the body of the loop, shown

below as xxx) is obeyed a specified number of times, or once for each of a collection of

items, or until some condition is met.

In some languages, such as Scheme, loops are often expressed using tail recursion rather than

explicit looping constructs.

Key Points:

1.Java, C#, D

The code for the loop is the same for Java, C# and D:

int counter = 5;
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long factorial = counter;

while (--counter > 1)

{

factorial *= counter;

}

For Java the result is printed as follows:

System.out.println(factorial);

The same in C#

System.Console.WriteLine(factorial);

And finally in D

writefln(factorial);

var counter = 5;

var factorial = counter;

while (--counter > 1)

{

factorial *= counter;

}

document.body.appendChild(document.createTextNode(factorial));

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
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Characters, Strings And The String Buffer

Arrays

Applet

Topic : Characters, Strings And The String Buffer

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 String objects

Definition/Overview:

The main method must accept an array of String objects. By convention, it is referenced as

args although any other legal identifier name can be used. Since Java 5, the main method can

also use variable arguments, in the form of public static void main(String... args), allowing

the main method to be invoked with an arbitrary number of String arguments.

Key Points:

1. String object

The effect of this alternate declaration is semantically identical (the args parameter is still an

array of String objects), but allows an alternate syntax for creating and passing the array.

The Java launcher launches Java by loading a given class (specified on the command line or

as an attribute in a JAR) and starting its public static void main(String[]) method. Stand-alone

programs must declare this method explicitly. The String[] args parameter is an array of

String objects containing any arguments passed to the class. The parameters to main are often

passed by means of a command line.

Printing is part of a Java standard library: The System class defines a public static field called

out. The out object is an instance of the PrintStreamclass and provides many methods for
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printing data to standard out, including println(String) which also appends a new line to the

passed string.

Topic : Arrays

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 An array object

Definition/Overview:

In the Java programming language arrays are objects (4.3.1), are dynamically created, and

may be assigned to variables of type Object (4.3.2). All methods of class Object may be

invoked on an array.

Key Points:

1. An array object

An array object contains a number of variables. The number of variables may be zero, in

which case the array is said to be empty. The variables contained in an array have no names;

instead they are referenced by array access expressions that use nonnegative integer index

values. These variables are called the components of the array. If an array has ncomponents,

we say n is the length of the array; the components of the array are referenced using integer

indices from 0 to n- 1, inclusive.

All the components of an array have the same type, called the component type of the array. If

the component type of an array is T, then the type of the array itself is written T[].

The value of an array component of type float is always an element of the float value set

(4.2.3); similarly, the value of an array component of type double is always an element of the

double value set. It is not permitted for the value of an array component of type floatto be an

element of the float-extended-exponent value set that is not also an element of the float value
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set, nor for the value of an array component of typedouble to be an element of the double-

extended-exponent value set that is not also an element of the double value set.

The component type of an array may itself be an array type. The components of such an array

may contain references to subarrays. If, starting from any array type, one considers its

component type, and then (if that is also an array type) the component type of that type, and

so on, eventually one must reach a component type that is not an array type; this is called the

element type of the original array, and the components at this level of the data structure are

called the elements of the original array.

There are some situations in which an element of an array can be an array: if the element type

is Object or Cloneable or java.io.Serializable, then some or all of the elements may be arrays,

because any array object can be assigned to any variable of these types.

1.1 Array Types

An array type is written as the name of an element type followed by some number of

empty pairs of square brackets []. The number of bracket pairs indicates the depth of

array nesting. An array's length is not part of its type.

The element type of an array may be any type, whether primitive or reference. In

particular:

o Arrays with an interface type as the component type are allowed. The elements

of such an array may have as their value a null reference or instances of any

type that implements the interface.

o Arrays with an abstract class type as the component type are allowed. The

elements of such an array may have as their value a null reference or instances

of any subclass of the abstract class that is not itself abstract.

o Array types are used in declarations and in cast expressions (15.16).

A variable of array type holds a reference to an object. Declaring a variable of array

type does not create an array object or allocate any space for array components. It

creates only the variable itself, which can contain a reference to an array. However,

the initializer part of a declarator (8.3) may create an array, a reference to which then

becomes the initial value of the variable.
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Because an array's length is not part of its type, a single variable of array type may

contain references to arrays of different lengths.

Here are examples of declarations of array variables that do not create arrays:

int[] ai;              // array of int

short[][] as;          // array of array of short

Object[] ao,        // array of Object

otherAo;       // array of Object

short   s, // scalar short

aas[][];       // array of array of short

Here are some examples of declarations of array variables that create array objects:

Exception ae[] = new Exception ;

Object aao[][] = new Exception ;

int[] factorial = { 1, 1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040 };

char ac[] = { 'n', 'o', 't', ' ', 'a', ' ',

'S', 't', 'r', 'i', 'n', 'g' };

String[] aas = { "array", "of", "String", };

The []may appear as part of the type at the beginning of the declaration, or as part of

the declarator for a particular variable, or both, as in this example:

byte[] rowvector, colvector, matrix[];

This declaration is equivalent to:

byte rowvector[], colvector[], matrix[][];

Once an array object is created, its length never changes. To make an array variable

refer to an array of different length, a reference to a different array must be assigned

to the variable.

If an array variable v has type A[], where A is a reference type, then v can hold a

reference to an instance of any array type B[], provided B can be assigned to A. This

may result in a run-time exception on a later assignment; see 10.10 for a discussion.
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An array is created by an array creation expression (15.10) or an array initializer

(10.6).

An array creation expression specifies the element type, the number of levels of

nested arrays, and the length of the array for at least one of the levels of nesting. The

array's length is available as a final instance variable length.

An array initializer creates an array and provides initial values for all its components.

1.2 Array Access

A component of an array is accessed by an array access expression (15.13) that

consists of an expression whose value is an array reference followed by an indexing

expression enclosed by [ and ], as in A[i]. All arrays are 0-origin. An array with

length n can be indexed by the integers 0to n-1.

Arrays must be indexed by int values; short, byte, or char values may also be used as

index values because they are subjected to unary numeric promotion (5.6.1) and

become intvalues. An attempt to access an array component with a long index value

results in a compile-time error.

All array accesses are checked at run time; an attempt to use an index that is less than

zero or greater than or equal to the length of the array causes an

ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExceptionto be thrown.

Topic : Applet

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Java applet

Definition/Overview:
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A Java applet is an applet delivered to the users in the form of Java byte code. Java applets

can run in a Web browser using a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), or in Sun's AppletViewer, a

stand-alone tool for testing applets. Java applets were introduced in the first version of the

Java language in 1995. Java applets are usually written in the Java programming language but

they can also be written in other languages that compile to Java bytecode such as Jython.

Applets are used to provide interactive features to web applications that cannot be provided

by HTML. Since Java's bytecode is platform independent, Java applets can be executed by

browsers for many platforms, including Windows, Unix, Mac OS and Linux. There are open

source tools like applet2app which can be used to convert an applet to a stand alone Java

application/windows executable/linuxexecutable. This has the advantage of running a Java

applet in offline mode without the need for internet browser software.

Many influential Java developers, blogs and magazines are recommending that the Java Web

Start technology be used in place of Applets .

A Java Servlet is sometimes informally compared to be "like" a server-side applet, but it is

different in its language, functions, and in each of the characteristics described here about

applets

Key Points:

1. Technical information

Java applets are executed in a sandbox by most web browsers, preventing them from

accessing local data. The code of the applet is downloaded from a web server and the browser

either embeds the applet into a web page or opens a new window showing the applet's user

interface. The applet can be displayed on the web page by making use of the deprecated

applet HTML element , or the recommended object element . This specifies the applet's

source and the applet's location statistics.

A Java applet extends the class java.applet.Applet, or in the case of a Swing applet,

javax.swing.JApplet. The class must override methods from the applet class to set up a user

interface inside itself (Appletis a descendant of Panelwhich is a descendant of Container).
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1.1 Advantages

A Java applet can have any or all of the following advantages:

o it is simple to make it work on Linux, Windows and Mac OS i.e. to make it

cross platform

o the same applet can work on "all" installed versions of Java at the same time,

rather than just the latest plug-in version only. However, if an applet requires a

later version of the JRE the client will be forced to wait during the large

download.

o it is supported by most web browsers

o it will cache in most web browsers, so will be quick to load when returning to a

web page but may get stuck in the cache and have issues when new versions

come out.

o it can have full access to the machine it is running on if the user agrees

o it can improve with use: after a first applet is run, the JVM is already running

and starts quickly, benefitting regular users of Java but the JVM will need to

restart each time the browser starts fresh.

o it can run at a speed that is comparable to (but generally slower than) other

compiled languages such as C++, but many times faster than JavaScript

o it can move the work from the server to the client, making a web solution more

scalable with the number of users/clients

o developers can develop and debug an applet direct simply by creating a main

routine (either in the applet's class or in a separate class) and call init() and

start() on the applet, thus allowing for development in their favorite J2SE

development environment. All one has to do after that is re-testthe applet in

the appletviewer program or a web browser to ensure it conforms to security

restrictions.
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1.2 Disadvantages

A Java applet is open to any of the following disadvantages:

o It requires the Java plug-in, which isn't available by default on all web browsers.

o Prior to version 6u12, Sun did not provide a 64-bit version of its Java plug-in,

forcing users to use the 32-bit plugin with a 32-bit browser.1

o It cannot start until the Java Virtual Machine is running, and this may have

significant startup time the first time it is used.

o Ifuntrusted, it has severely limited access to the user's system - in particular

having no direct access to the client's disk or clipboard (although some would

argue that this is a security benefit instead of a disadvantage, as ad-hoc

unrestricted access to a client's disk would be incredibly dangerous).

o Some organizations only allow software installed by the administrators. As a

result, many users cannot view applets by default.

o Applets may require a specific JRE.2

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Graphics In Java

Inheritance

Introduction To Inheritance

Topic : Graphics In Java

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Graphics in Java

Definition/Overview:

Graphics in Java is made relatively easy by many standard library calls that are not included

in many languages. First and foremost, you should know that in Java graphics programming,

one of the most important instantiated objects is the graphics context. This object is an

instance of the java.awt.Graphicsclass, and it refers to an area of the screen such as an applet.

A graphics context provides methods for all of the drawing operations on its area. It also

holds "contextual" information about such things as the drawing area's clipping region,

painting color, transfer mode, and text font.

Key Points:

1. Graphics in Java

Most often the graphics context is obtained from the Java window manager as a result of a

painting request. This context is passed to your component's paint()or update() method.

(Java also allows the user to obtain a graphics context for an offscreen image, which enables

you to do double buffering. It is not necessary that you know what double buffering means,

but you can find out from most any book on graphics and programming.)

The coordinate system is laid out with (0, 0) at the top left corner of the drawing area with the

x's and y'sincreasing until they get to the applet's width and height. The coordinates are

measured in pixels, with x increasing horizontal to the right and y increasing vertically down

(not up!).

AGraphicsobject encapsulates state information needed for the basic rendering operations

that java supports. This state information includes the following properties:

 The Component object on which to draw.

 A translation origin for rendering and clipping coordinates.

 The current clip.

 The current color.

 The current font.

 The current logical pixel operation function (XOR or Paint).

 The current XOR alternation color Coordinates are infinitely thin and lie between the pixels

of the output device. Operations that draw the outline of a figure operate by traversing an
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infinitely thin path between pixels with a pixel-sized pen that hangs down and to the right of

the anchor point on the path. Operations that fill a figure operate by filling the interior of that

infinitely thin path. Operations that render horizontal text render the ascending portion of

character glyphs entirely above the baseline coordinate.

The graphics pen hangs down and to the right from the path it traverses. This has the

following implications:

 If you draw a figure that covers a given rectangle, that figure occupies one extra row of pixels

on the right and bottom edges as compared to filling a figure that is bounded by that same

rectangle.

 If you draw a horizontal line along the same y coordinate as the baseline of a line of text, that

line is drawn entirely below the text, except for any descenders.

All coordinates that appear as arguments to the methods of this Graphics object are

considered relative to the translation origin of this Graphics object prior to the invocation of

the method.

Topic : Inheritance

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Inheritance

Definition/Overview:

Inheritance refers to a feature of some object-oriented programming languages in which a

class can inherit behaviors and features from more than one superclass. This contrasts with

single inheritance, where a class may inherit from at most one superclass.

Languages that support multiple inheritance include: Eiffel, C++, Dylan, Python, Perl, Curl,

Common Lisp (via CLOS), and Tcl (via Incremental TCL)
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Key Points:

1. Inheritance

Multipleinheritance allows a class to take on functionality from multiple other classes, such

as allowing a class named StudentMusicianto inherit from a class named Person, a class

named Musician, and a class named Worker. This can be abbreviated StudentMusician :

Person, Musician, Worker.

Ambiguities arise in multiple inheritance, as in the example above, if for instance the class

Musician inherited from Person and Worker and the class Worker inherited from Person. This

is referred to as the Diamond problem. There would then be the following rules:

Worker : Person

Musician: Person, Worker

StudentMusician : Person, Musician, Worker

If a compiler is looking at the class StudentMusician it needs to know whether it should join

identical features together, or whether they should be separate features. For instance, it would

make sense to join the "Age" features of Person together for StudentMusician. A person's age

doesn't change if you consider them a Person, a Worker, or a Musician. It would, however,

make sense to separate the feature "Name" in Person and Musician if they use a different

stage name than their given name. The options of joining and separating are both valid in

their own context and only the programmer knows which option is correct for the class they

are designing.

Languages have different ways of dealing with these problems of repeated inheritance.

Eiffel allows the programmer to explicitly join or separate features that are being inherited

from superclasses. Eiffel will automatically join features together if they have the same name

and implementation. The class writer has the option to rename the inherited features to

separate them. Eiffel also allows explicit repeated inheritance such as A: B, B.

C++ requires that the programmer state which parent class the feature to use should come

from i.e. "Worker::Person.Age". C++ does not support explicit repeated inheritance since
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there would be no way to qualify which superclass to use (see criticisms). C++ also allows a

single instance of the multiple class to be created via the virtual inheritance mechanism (i.e.

"Worker::Person" and "Musician::Person" will reference the same object).

Perl uses the list of classes to inherit from as an ordered list. The compiler uses the first

method it finds by depth-first searching of the superclass list or using the C3 linearization of

the class hierarchy. Various extensions provide alternative class composition schemes.

Python has the same structure, but unlike Perl includes it in the syntax of the language. In

Perl and Python, the order of inheritance affects the class semantics (see criticisms).

The Common Lisp Object System allows full programmer control of method combination,

and if this is not enough, the Metaobject Protocol gives the programmer a means to modify

the inheritance, method dispatch, class instantiation, and other internal mechanisms without

affecting the stability of the system.

Logtalk supports both interface and implementation multi-inheritance, allowing the

declaration of method aliases that provide both renaming and access to methods that would

be masked out by the default conflict resolution mechanism.

Curl allows only classes that are explicitly marked as shared to be inherited repeatedly.

Shared classes must define a secondary constructor for each regular constructor in the class.

The regular constructor is called the first time the state for the shared class is initialized

through a subclass constructor, and the secondary constructor will be invoked for all other

subclasses.

Tcl allows multiple parent classes- their serial affects the name resolution for class members.

C#, Objective-C, Object Pascal / Delphi, Java, Nemerle, and PHP do not allow multiple

inheritance, and this avoids any ambiguity. However, these six languages allow classes to

inherit from multiple interfaces, recreating some of the problems mentioned while avoiding

others.
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Topic : Introduction To Inheritance

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Inheritance

 Single Table Inheritance

Definition/Overview:

Inheritance is a fundamental concept of object-oriented programming and Java. Relational

databases have no concept of inheritance, so persisting inheritance in a database can be

tricky. Because relational databases have no concept of inheritance, there is no standard way

of implementing inheritance in database, so the hardest part of persisting inheritance is

choosing how to represent the inheritance in the database.

JPA defines several inheritance mechanisms, mainly defined though the @Inheritance

annotation or the <inheritance> element. There are three inheritance strategies defined from

the InheritanceType enum, SINGLE_TABLE, TABLE_PER_CLASS and JOINED.

Single table inheritance is the default, and table per class is an optional feature of the JPA

spec, so not all providers may support it. JPA also defines a mapped superclass concept

defined though the @MappedSuperclassannotation or the <mapped-superclass> element. A

mapped superclass is not a persistent class, but allows common mappings to be defined for its

subclasses.

Key Points:

1. Inheritance

1.1 Single Table Inheritance

Single table inheritance is the simplest and typically the best performing and best

solution. In single table inheritance a single table is used to store all of the instances

of the entire inheritance hierarchy. The table will have a column for every attribute of

every class in the hierarchy. A discriminator column is used to determine which class
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the particular row belongs to, each class in the hierarchy defines its own unique

discriminator value.

1.2 Example single table inheritance table

PROJECT (table)

ID PROJ_TYPE NAME BUDGET

1 L Accounting 50000

2 S Legal null

1.3 Example single table inheritance annotations

@Entity

@Inheritance

@DiscriminatorColumn(name="PROJ_TYPE")

@Table(name="PROJECT")

public abstract class Project {

@Id

private long id;

...

}

If you are mapping to an existing database schema, your table may not have a class

discriminator column. Some JPA providers do not require a class discriminator when

using a joined inheritance strategy, so this may be one solution. Otherwise you need

some way to determine the class for a row. Sometimes the inherited value can be

computed from several columns, or there is an discriminator but not a one to one

mapping from value to class. Some JPA providers provide extended support for this.

Another option is to create a database view that manufactures the discriminator

column, and then map your hierarchy to this view instead of the table. In general the

best solution is just to add a discriminator column to the table (truth be told, ALTER

TABLE is your best friend in ORM).

Subclasses cannot define attributes as not allowing null, as the other subclasses must insert

null into those columns. A workaround to this issue is instead of defining a not null constraint

on the column, define a table constraint that check the discriminator value and the not

nullable value. In general the best solution is to just live without the constraint (odds are you

have enough constraints in your life to deal with as it is).
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Joined inheritance is the most logical inheritance solution because it mirrors the object model

in the data model. In joined inheritance a table is defined for each class in the inheritance

hierarchy to store only the local attributes of that class. Each table in the hierarchy must also

store the object's id (primary key), which is only defined in the root class. All classes in the

hierarchy must share the same id attribute. A discriminator column is used to determine

which class the particular row belongs to, each class in the hierarchy defines its own unique

discriminator value.

Some JPA providers support joined inheritance with or without a discriminator column, some

required the discriminator column, and some do not support the discriminator column. So

joined inheritance does not seem to be fully standardized yet.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Advanced Inheritance Concepts

Understanding Swing Concepts

File Input And Output

Topic : Advanced Inheritance Concepts

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Advanced Inheritance Concepts

 Poor query performance

 Subclass does not want to inherit mappings

Definition/Overview:

The main disadvantage to the joined model is that to query any class join queries are

required. Querying the root or branch classes is even more difficult as either multiple queries
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are required or outer joins or unions are required. One solution is to use single table

inheritance instead, this is good if the classes have a lot in common, but if it is a big hierarchy

and the subclasses have little in common this may not be desirable. Another solution is to

remove the inheritance and instead use a MappedSuperclass, but this means that you can no

longer query or have relationships to the class.

Key Points:

1. Common Problems

1.1 Poor query performance

The poorest performing queries will be those to the root or branch classes. Avoiding

queries and relationships to the root and branch classes will help to alleviate this

burden. If you must query the root or branch classes there are two methods that JPA

providers use, one is to outer join all of the subclass tables, the second is to first query

the root table, then query only the required subclass table directly. The first method

has the advantage of only requiring one query, the second has the advantage of

avoiding outer joins which typically have poor performance in databases. You may

wish to experiment with each to determine which mechanism is more efficient in your

application and see if your JPA provider supports that mechanism. Typically the

multiple query mechanism is more efficient, but this generally depends on the speed

of your database connection.

TopLink / EclipseLink : Support both querying mechanisms. The multiple query

mechanism is used by default. Outer joins can be used instead through using a

DescriptorCustomizerand the ClassDescriptor's

InheritancePolicy'ssetShouldOuterJoinSubclasses() method.

Most inheritance hierarchies do not fit with either the joined or the single table

inheritance strategy. Typically the desired strategy is somewhere in between, having

joined tables in some subclasses and not in others. Unfortunately JPA does not

directly support this. One workaround is to map your inheritance hierarchy as single

table, but them add the additional tables in the subclasses, either through defining a

Table or SecondaryTable in each subclass as required. Depending on your JPA
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provider, this may work (don't forget to sacrifice the chicken). If it does not work,

then you may need to use a JPA provider specific solution if one exists for your

provider, otherwise live within the constraints of having either a single table or one

per subclass. You could also change your inheritance hierarchy so it matches your

data model, so if the subclass does not have a table, then collapse its' class into its'

superclass.

If you are mapping to an existing database schema, your table may not have a class

discriminator column. Some JPA providers do not require a class discriminator when

using a joined inheritance strategy, so this may be one solution. Otherwise you need

some way to determine the class for a row. Sometimes the inherited value can be

computed from several columns, or there is an discriminator but not a one to one

mapping from value to class. Some JPA providers provide extended support for this.

Another option is to create a database view that manufactures the discriminator

column, and then map your hierarchy to this view instead of the table.

TopLink / EclipseLink : Support computing the inheritance discriminator through

Java code. This can be done through using a DescriptorCustomizer and the

ClassDescriptor's InheritancePolicy'ssetClassExtractor() method.

The main disadvantage of mapped superclasses is that they cannot be queried or

persisted. You also cannot have a relationship to a mapped superclass. If you require

any of these then you must use another inheritance model, such as table per class,

which is virtually identical to a mapped superclass except it (may) not have these

limitations. Another alternative is to change your model such that your classes do not

have relationships to the superclass, such as changing the relationship to a subclass, or

removing the relationship and instead querying for its value by querying each possible

subclass and collecting the results in Java.

1.1.1 Subclass does not want to inherit mappings

Sometimes you have a subclass that needs to be mapped differently than its

parent, or is similar to its' parent but does not have one of the fields, or uses it

very differently. Unfortunately it is very difficult not to inherit everything

from your parent in JPA, you can override a mapping, but you cannot remove
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one, or change the type of mapping, or the target class. If you define your

mappings as properties (get methods), or through XML, you may be able to

attempt to override or mark the inherited mapping as Transient, this may work

depending on your JPA provider (don't forget to sacrifice a chicken).

Another solution is to actually fix your inheritance in your object model. If

you inherit foo from Bar but don't want to inherit it, then remove it from Bar,

if the other subclasses need it, either add it to each, or create a FooBar

subclass of Bar that has thefoo and have the other subclasses extend this.

Some JPA providers may provide ways to be less stringent on inheritance.

TopLink / EclipseLink : Allow a subclass remove a mapping, redefine a

mapping, or be entirely independent of its superclass. This can be done

through using a DescriptorCustomizerand removing the ClassDescriptor's

mapping, or adding a mapping with the same attribute name, or removing the

InheritancePolicy.

Topic : Understanding Swing Concepts

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the swing

 History

 Platform independence

 Component-oriented

 Loosely-Coupled/MVC

Definition/Overview:

Swing (Java): Swing is a graphical user interface library for the Java SE platform. It is

possible to specify a different look and feel through the pluggable look and feel system of
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Swing. Clones of Windows, GTK and Motif are supplied by Sun. Apple also provides an

Aqua look and feel for Mac OS X. Where prior implementations of these looks and feels may

have been considered lacking, Swing in Java SE 6 addresses this problem by using more

native widget drawing routines of the underlying platforms.

Key Points:

1.History

The Internet Foundation Classes (IFC) were a graphics library for Java originally developed

by Netscape Communications Corporation and first released on December 16, 1996. On April

2, 1997, Sun Microsystems and Netscape Communications Corporation announced their

intention to incorporate IFC with other technologies to form the Java Foundation Classes.

Swing introduced a mechanism that allowed the look and feel of every component in an

application to be altered without making substantial changes to the application code. The

introduction of support for a pluggable look and feel allows Swing components to emulate

the appearance of native components while still retaining the benefits of platform

independence. This feature also makes it easy to make an application written in Swing look

very different from native programs if desired.

Originally distributed as a separately downloadable library, Swing has been included as part

of the Java Standard Edition since release 1.2. The Swing classes and components are

contained in the javax.swing package hierarchy.

1.1 Architecture

Swing is a platform-independent, Model-View-Controller GUI framework for Java. It

follows a single-threaded programming model, and possesses the following traits:

1.2 Platform independence

Swing is platform independent both in terms of its expression (Java) and its

implementation (non-native universal rendering of widgets).

Swing is a highly partitioned architecture, which allows for the "plugging" of various

custom implementations of specified framework interfaces: Users can provide their
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own custom implementation(s) of these components to override the default

implementations. In general, Swing users can extend the framework by extending

existing (framework) classes and/or providing alternative implementations of core

components.

1.3 Component-oriented

Swing is a component-based framework. The distinction between objects and

components is a fairly subtle point: concisely, a component is a well-behaved object

with a known/specified characteristic pattern of behaviour. Swing objects

asynchronously fire events, have "bound" properties, and respond to a well-known set

of commands (specific to the component.) Specifically, Swing components are Java

Beans components, compliant with the Java Beans Component Architecture

specifications.

Given the programmatic rendering model of the Swing framework, fine control over

the details of rendering of a component is possible in Swing. As a general pattern, the

visual representation of a Swing component is a composition of a standard set of

elements, such as a "border", "inset", decorations, etc. Typically, users will

programmatically customize a standard Swing component (such as a JTable) by

assigning specific Borders, Colors, Backgrounds, opacities, etc., as the properties of

that component. The core component will then use these property (settings) to

determine the appropriate renderers to use in painting its various aspects. However, it

is also completely possible to create unique GUI controls with highly customized

visual representation.

Swing's heavy reliance on runtime mechanisms and indirect composition patterns

allows it to respond at runtime to fundamental changes in its settings. For example, a

Swing-based application can change its look and feel at runtime. Further, users can

provide their own look and feel implementation, which allows for uniform changes in

the look and feel of existing Swing applications without any programmatic change to

the application code.

Swing's configurability is a result of a choice not to use the native host OS's GUI

controls for displaying itself. Swing "paints" its controls programmatically through
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the use of Java 2D APIs, rather than calling into a native user interface toolkit. Thus, a

Swing component does not have a corresponding native OS GUI component, and is

free to render itself in any way that is possible with the underlying graphics APIs.

However, at its core every Swing component relies on an AWT container, since

(Swing's) JComponent extends (AWT's) Container. This allows Swing to plug into

the host OS's GUI management framework, including the crucial device/screen

mappings and user interactions, such as key presses or mouse movements. Swing

simply "transposes" its own (OS agnostic) semantics over the underlying (OS

specific) components. So, for example, every Swing component paints its rendition on

the graphic device in response to a call to component.paint(), which is defined in

(AWT) Container. But unlike AWT components, which delegated the painting to their

OS-native "heavyweight" widget, Swing components are responsible for their own

rendering.

This transposition and decoupling is not merely visual, and extends to Swing's

management and application of its own OS-independent semantics for events fired

within its component containment hierarchies. Generally speaking, the Swing

Architecture delegates the task of mapping the various flavors of OS GUI semantics

onto a simple, but generalized, pattern to the AWT container. Building on that

generalized platform, it establishes its own rich and complex GUI semantics in the

form of the JComponent model. A review of the source of Container.java and

JComponent.java classes is recommended for further insights into the nature of the

interface between Swing's lightweight components and AWT's heavyweight widgets.

1.4 Loosely-Coupled/MVC

The Swing library makes heavy use of the Model/View/Controller software design

pattern, which conceptually decouples the data being viewed from the user interface

controls through which it is viewed. Because of this, most Swing components have

associated models (which are specified in terms of Java interfaces), and the

programmer can use various default implementations or provide their own. The

framework provides default implementations of model interfaces for all of its concrete

components.
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Typically, Swing component model objects are responsible for providing a concise

interface defining events fired, and accessible properties for the (conceptual) data

model for use by the associated JComponent. Given that the overall MVC pattern is a

loosely-coupled collaborative object relationship pattern, the model provides the

programmatic means for attaching event listeners to the data model object. Typically,

these events are model centric (ex: a "row inserted" event in a table model) and are

mapped by the JComponent specialization into a meaningful event for the GUI

component.

For example, the JTable has a model called TableModel that describes an interface for

how a table would access tabular data. A default implementation of this operates on a

two-dimensional array.

The view component of a Swing JComponent is the object used to graphically

"represent" the conceptual GUI control. A distinction of Swing, as a GUI framework,

is in its reliance on programmatically-rendered GUI controls (as opposed to the use of

the native host OS's GUI controls). This distinction is a source of complications when

mixing AWT controls, which use native controls, with Swing controls in a GUI.

Finally, in terms of visual composition and management, Swing favors relative

layouts (which specify the positional relationships between components) as opposed

to absolute layouts (which specify the exact location and size of components). This

bias towards "fluid"' visual ordering is due to its origins in the applet operating

environment that framed the design and development of the original Java GUI toolkit.

(Conceptually, this view of the layout management is quite similar to that which

informs the rendering of HTML content in browsers, and addresses the same set of

concerns that motivated the former.)

Swing allows one to specialize the look and feel of widgets, by modifying the default

(via runtime parameters), deriving from an existing one, by creating one from scratch,

or, beginning with J2SE 5.0, by using the skinnablesynth Look and Feel (see

SynthLook and Feel), which is configured with an XML property file. The look and

feel can be changed at runtime, and early demonstrations of Swing frequently

provided a way to do this.
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1.5 Relationship to AWT

Since early versions of Java, a portion of the Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) has

provided platform-independent APIs for user interface components. In AWT, each

component is rendered and controlled by a native peer component specific to the

underlying windowing system.

By contrast, Swing components are often described as lightweight because they do

not require allocation of native resources in the operating system's windowing toolkit.

The AWT components are referred to as heavyweight components.

Much of the Swing API is generally a complementary extension of the AWT rather

than a direct replacement. In fact, every Swing lightweight interface ultimately exists

within an AWT heavyweight component because all of the top-level components in

Swing (JApplet, JDialog,JFrame, and JWindow) extend an AWT top-level container.

However, the use of both lightweight and heavyweight components within the same

window is generally discouraged due to Z-order incompatibilities.

The core rendering functionality used by Swing to draw its lightweight components is

provided by Java 2D, another part of JFC.

The Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) is a competing toolkit originally developed by

IBM and now maintained by the Eclipse Foundation. SWT's implementation has more

in common with the heavyweight components of AWT. This confers benefits such as

more accurate fidelity with the underlying native windowing toolkit, at the cost of an

increased exposure to the native platform in the programming model.

The advent of SWT has given rise to a great deal of division among Java desktop

developers, with many strongly favoring either SWT or Swing. Sun's development on

Swing continues to focus on platform look and feel (PLAF) fidelity with each

platform's windowing toolkit in the approaching Java SE 7 release (as of December

2006[update]).

There has been significant debate and speculation about the performance of SWT

versus Swing; some hinted that SWT's heavy dependence on JNI would make it

slower when the GUI component and Java need to communicate data, but faster at
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rendering when the data model has been loaded into the GUI . While Swing performs

better the results greatly depend on the context and the environments .

SWT serves the Windows platform very well but is considered by some to be less

effective as a technology for cross-platform development. By using the high-level

features of each native windowing toolkit, SWT returns to the issues seen in the mid

90's (with toolkits like zApp, Zinc, XVT and IBM/Smalltalk) where toolkits

attempted to mask differences in focus behaviour, event triggering and graphical

layout. Failure to match behavior on each platform can cause subtle but difficult-to-

resolve bugs that impact user interaction and the appearance of the GUI.

1.6 Debugging

Swing application debugging can be difficult because of the toolkit's visual nature. In

contrast to non-visual applications, GUI applications cannot be as easily debugged

using step-by-step debuggers. One of the reasons is that Swing normally performs

painting into an off-screen buffer (double buffering) first and then copies the entire

result to the screen. This makes it impossible to observe the impact of each separate

graphical operation on the user interface using a general-purpose Java debugger.

There are also some common problems related to the painting thread. Swing uses the

AWT event dispatching thread for painting components. In accordance with Swing

standards, all components must be accessed only from the AWT event dispatch

thread. If the application violates this rule, it may cause unpredictable behaviour. If

long-running operations are performed in the AWT event dispatch thread, repainting

of the Swing user interface temporary becomes impossible causing screen freezes.

Topic : File Input And Output

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 New I/O, usually called NIO

Definition/Overview:

New I/O, usually called NIO, is a collection of Java programming language APIs that offer

features for intensive I/O operations. It was introduced with the J2SE 1.4 release of Java by

Sun Microsystems to complement an existing standard I/O. NIO was developed under the

Java Community Process as JSR 51. As of 2006[update], an extension to NIO, called NIO2,

is being developed under JSR 203; JSR 203 is scheduled to be included in Java SE 7

("Dolphin").

Key Points:

1. Features and organization

The APIs of NIO were designed to provide access to the low-level I/O operations of modern

operating systems. Although the APIs are themselves relatively high-level, the intent is to

facilitate an implementation that can directly use the most efficient operations of the

underlying platform.

The Java NIO APIs are provided in the java.nio package and its subpackages. The

documentation by Sun Microsystems identifies these features.

 Buffers for data of primitive types

 Character set encoders and decoders

 A pattern-matching facility based on Perl-style regular expressions (in package

java.util.regex)

 Channels, a new primitive I/O abstraction

 A file interface that supports locks and memory mapping of files up to Integer.MAX_SIZE

bytes (2 GiB)

 A multiplexed, non-blocking I/O facility for writing scalable servers

NIO data transfer is based on buffers (java.nio.Bufferand related classes). These classes

represent a contiguous extent of memory, together with a small number of data transfer

operations. Although theoretically these are general-purpose data structures, the

implementation may select memory for alignment or paging characteristics, which are not
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otherwise accessible in Java. Typically, this would be used to allow the buffer contents to

occupy the same physical memory used by the underlying operating system for its native I/O

operations, thus allowing the most direct transfer mechanism, and eliminating the need for

any additional copying. In most operating systems, provided the particular area of memory

has the right properties, transfer can take place without using the CPU at all. The NIO buffer

is intentionally limited in features in order to support these goals.

There are buffer classes for all of Java's primitive types exceptboolean, which can share

memory with byte buffers and allow arbitrary interpretation of the underlying bytes.

1.1 Usage

NIO buffers maintain several pointers that dictate the function of its accessor

methods. The NIO buffer implementation contains a rich set of methods for

modifying these pointers:

The flip() method, rather than performing a "flip" or paging function in the canonical

sense, moves the position pointer to the origin of the underlying array (if any) and the

limit pointer to the former position of the position pointer.

Three get() methods are supplied for transferring data out of a NIO buffer. The bulk

implementation, rather than performing a "get" in the traditional sense, "puts" the data

into a specified array. The "offset" argument supplied to this method refers not to the

offset from within the buffer from which to read, nor an offset from the position

pointer, but rather the offset from 0 within the target array.

Unless using the absolute get() and put() methods, any get() or put() is conducted

from the position pointer. Should one need to read from a different position within the

underlying array, whilst not adjusting the writing position, the mark() and reset()

methods have been supplied.

The mark() method effectively stores the position of the position pointer by setting the

mark pointer to the position of the position pointer. The reset() method causes the

position pointer to move to the mark pointer's position.
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It should be noted that the clear() method and the flip() method both return the mark

pointer to 0.

It should be noted that the clear() method does not ensure zero-ing of the buffer, but

does return the limit pointer to the upper boundary of the underlying array, and the

position pointer to the index.

You can only map() a java.nio.MappedByteBuffer from a

java.nio.channels.FileChannel up to Integer.MAX_VALUEin size (2GB); regions

beyond this limit can be accessed using an offset greater than zero.

Channels (classes implementing the interface java.nio.channels.Channel) are designed

to provide for bulk data transfers to and from NIO buffers. This is a low-level data

transfer mechanism that exists in parallel with the classes of the higher-level I/O

library (packages java.io and java.net). A channel implementation can be obtained

from a high-level data transfer class such as java.io.File, java.net.ServerSocket, or

java.net.Socket, and vice versa.

File channels (java.nio.channels.FileChannel) can use arbitrary buffers but can also

establish a buffer directly mapped to file contents using memory-mapped I/O. They

can also interact with file system locks. Similarly, socket channels

(java.nio.channels.SocketChanneland java.nio.channels.ServerSocketChannel) allow

for data transfer between sockets and NIO buffers.

FileChannel can be used to do a file copy, which is potentially far more efficient than

using old read/write with a byte array. The typical code for this is:

// Getting file channels

FileChannel in = new FileInputStream(source).getChannel();

FileChannel out = new FileOutputStream(target).getChannel();

//JavaVM does its best to do this as native I/O operations.

in.transferTo (0, in.size(), out);
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// Closing file channels will close corresponding stream objects as well.

out.close();

in.close();

A selector (java.nio.channels.Selector and subclasses) provides a mechanism for

waiting on channels and recognizing when one or more become available for data

transfer. When a number of channels are registered with the selector, it enables

blocking of the program flow until at least one channel is ready for use, or until an

interruption condition occurs.

Although this multiplexing behavior could be implemented with Java threads, the

selector can provide a significantly more efficient implementation using native

platform threads or, more likely, even lower-level operating system constructs. A

POSIX-compliant operating system, for example, would have direct representations

of these concepts, select(). A notable application of this design would be the common

paradigm in server software which involves simultaneously waiting for responses on a

number of sessions.

1.2 Character sets

In Java, a character set is a mapping between Unicode characters (or a subset of them)

and bytes. The java.nio.charset package of NIO provides facilities for identifying

character sets and providing encoding and decoding algorithms for new mappings.

The regular expression library in the java.util.regexpackage provides a powerful

search facility for character data based on regular expression matching.
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